
ESG Risk Scaling Strategy

Windham Capital Management

The Windham ESG Risk Scaling Strategy focuses on protecting and growing investor’s 
wealth through constantly changing risk environments.The strategy selects ETFs focused on 
companies with positive environmental, social, and governance track records. 

Portfolio Facts 

Portfolio Overview 

OBJECTIVE 
Windham’s ESG Risk Scaling Strategy is designed to achieve long-term capital appreciation by investing in a globally 
diversified portfolio of ESG ETFs and, at the same time, protect the portfolio from significant market drawdowns.

CONSTRUCTION 
Windham monitors two proprietary indicators daily to determine whether the market is in a fragile, neutral, or resilient state. 
Windham’s ESG ETFs are selected based on third-party sustainability ratings, liquidity, and performance. The strategy’s 
ETFs focus on diversity, responsible corporate governance characteristics, and environmental policies. Windham constructs 
blended portfolios of equity ESG ETFs and fixed income ETFs that are customized for each risk environment of the market. 
When a change in market risk is identified the portfolio’s overall exposure to equities will be adjusted.  

INVESTABLE UNIVERSE 
Multi-Asset Class - Global ESG Equity, Global Fixed Income

NUMBER OF SECURITIES 
Approximately ~10 ETFs 

Growth Assets (ESG Equities)

Defensive Assets (Fixed Income)

Market Risk Environment

Fragile Market Neutral Market Resilient Market

Investments are subject to risks, including possible loss of principal. 



Measure and Analyze Market Factors: Risk Scaling

Risk Concentration measures when the 
markets are fragile and susceptible to a  
major drawdown.

Weak Regime Similarity measures the  
similarity of the prevailing market regime to  
historical risk environments associated with 
a weak stock market. 

1. Identify risk environments by combining
the two risk indicators.

2. Monitor the risk indicators daily to identify
transition points from one risk environment
to another.

3. Reallocate the portfolio as the market
encounters transition points.

Risk Scaling steps:

For more information:

Please contact us at: 
inquiries@windhamcapital.com

WINDHAM CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, LLC
800 Boylston Street - 30th Floor
Boston, MA 02199
617-419-3900
www.windhamcapital.com
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DISCLOSURES: This Presentation has been prepared solely for informational purposes. The Presentation is not intended to provide professional or investment advice, and 
you are advised to seek  independent professional advice prior to investing in any products or strategies described in the Presentation or recommended by Windham Capital  
Management, LLC. In addition, this Presentation is neither an offer to buy or sell any securities, nor a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell interests or shares in any fund or  
strategy. No assurance may be given that the strategies’ investment objectives will be achieved. Diversification does not eliminate risk. 

Investments are subject to risks, including possible loss of principal. 




